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Jerica is a Certified Nursing Assistant 
and mother of three active boys, Jayden 
13, Jahmir 7 and Jace  2. So active, 
that the family spends a lot of time 
at trampoline parks. Their weekends 
are very busy, usually beginning with 
cleaning their 
current home 
on Saturday 
mornings 
and ending 
with Saturday 
or Sunday 
game and 
movie nights 
after time at 
the trampoline park. The 13 year old, 
Jayden, is just starting basketball and 
seven year old Jahmir is running track. 
Both boys would like to be YouTubers 
and Jahmir wants to be a fire fighter 
when he grows up. The older boys are 
also active in the Boys & Girls Club.
Their current home is a cramped 
two-bedroom Covington apartment 
housing four people with inflated rent, 
which it makes it difficult to stretch 
the budget for other necessities. Jerica 
is very excited for each of the boys to 
have their own room and gain some 
independence from being able to 
move around in a bigger space. They 
have been in cramped quarters for far 
too long.
Single mother, Jerica, draws inspiration 
from her grandmother. She went back 
to school in her 50s and completed 
her Master’s degree. Jerica calls on her 
when she needs help and support. She 
always offers up great advice.

Jerica says that with the lower monthly 
note, she would like to create a nest 
egg. She will budget more and set 
aside enough savings for repairs and an 
emergency fund.  
She is looking forward to the safety 
and comfort of a place that is truly hers. 
With the support of her family, she 
is finally making her dream of home 
ownership come true.

Jerica Woods is our 2021 Women Build, 
fueled by Chevron, home buyer. The 
construction of the Woods Family 
Home will be a part of Women Build 
2021 Fueled by Chevron. Women Build 
is an annual project in which Habitat 
STW brings together women from all 
walks of life to actively address the 
problem of children living in poverty by 
building safe, affordable homes.
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